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Ragno USA Presents VILLA MEDICI™
Retro-inspired brushed cotto surface features built-in deco
Distressed, worn and randomly-colored like ancient cotto,
VILLA MEDICI inspires modern-day castle builders to achieve their dreams		
Artisanal, hand-crafted cottos with worn, softened edges inspired VILLA MEDICI, but Ragno USA has
taken its latest glazed porcelain to new levels of sophistication with hybrid glaze technologies. Both 3d
digital print techniques and roller applications are used to achieve this extraordinary residential series
that features its own built-in deco. These innovative techniques achieve vastly ranged colors (shades of
cotto, grey, smoke and white) and surface designs within each piece.
VILLA MEDICI translates as a high-end upgrade to any room in the house. Sizes available include
6½"x6½", 6½"x13", 13"x13", 12"x24" and 20"x20", so layout designs are easily tailored for personal
expression. Transitions from large-module floors to smaller-scale wall formats are incredibly simple.
Backsplashes tie in with countertops; focus walls accentuate floors; shower and tub surrounds invite
design free-play.
The sheer breadth of VILLA MEDICI creative possibilities inspires modern-day castle builders to
customize their dream homes. Five sizes of field and decos, four field and mosaic colors, plus bullnose
trim . . . so many alternatives! Randomly included within each color and size of the series are intricate
diamond geometric decoratives that further reinforce the hand-crafted feel of ancient cotto. These smallscale, intricate patterns juxtapose artistically with the field pieces. Complementing the mix is a 2"x2"
mesh-mounted mosaic and bullnose in each color.
VILLA MEDICI resembles ageless cotto, but this strong, frost-resistant porcelain performs without any
cycles of waxing, stripping and re-finishing. Its low life cycle cost is immediately appealing, while 21%
recycled content and no harmful VOC emissions are day in and day out performance features.
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